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1 Introduction 

Type theory is on the edge of two disciplines, construc
tive logic and computer science. For computer scientists, 
type theory offers a coherent treatment of two related but 
different fundamental notions: computation and logical 
inference. Indeed, it is possible to program and to un
derstand and reason about programs in a single formal
ism which supports conceptually clear development of pro
grams, specifications, and proofs, (e.g. [13], [18], [3], [6], 
[12]). 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the logi
cian Frege developed a formal logic language intended to 
provide a complete, rigorous, and, in principle, mechani
cal ·system for the derivation of all mathematics. However, 
Russell's paradox showed this formal system to be incon
sistent. 

Inspired by Frege's work, Whitehead and Russell pro
posed the theory of types as a foundation for mathematics, 
( e.g. [ 10]). In essence, Russell defined a hierarchy of all 
possible sets. At the lowest level are the elements that are 
not sets - the "individuals", like the integers. At the second 
level are the sets whose elements are in the lowest level. 
And so on. A set on any level can have as its members 
only elements from lower levels. Therefore, x E x is false: 
a set cannot have itself as a member because its members 
come from lower levels. 

The work of Whitehead and Russell served as inspi
ration for Church's lambda calculus [l], founded in the 
193Ps as part of a general theory of functions and logic, 
intended as a foundation for mathematics. Although the 
full system turned out to be inconsistent, Church sepa
rated out the consistent subsystem dealing with functions 
only, which became a successful model for the computable 
functions. In addition to the (type free) lambda calculus, 
Church introduced the simply typed lambda calculus [7]. 
Today there exists a great variety of type systems, which 
differ in the way the typing is done, and are each intended 
for a special purpose. 

The Curry-Howard isomorphism links constructive 
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logic and typed lambda calculus [11]. This relationship, 
also known as the propositions-as-types interpretation, 
maps logic to typed lambda calculus by interpreting the 
propositions of the logic as the types of statements, and 
the proofs of these propositions as the terms inhabiting the 
types. Under this interpretation there is a direct relation 
between provability of propositions in the logic and the 
existence of terms in typed lambda calculus: if a propo
sition has a proof, there exists a term of the corresponding 
type. The existence of such a term is decided in relation 
to a context, which in this case represents all the logical 
assumptions that are in force. Since terms correspond to 
proofs in this setting, they are often referred to as proof ob
jects. Through the proof objects proofs become first class 
citizens in type theory, enabling the formalization of rea
soning about proofs inside the system. Such formalization 
permits verification by computer. The user can present a 
mathematical proposition (in the form of a type) and a sup
posed proof of this proposition (in the form of a term) to 
the computer. The computer then checks whether the proof 
proves the proposition by checking whether the term is of 
the given type. This is precisely what the Automath re
search project, formulated and pioneered by be Bruijn in 
the 1970s, set out to achieve. Today the Automath sys
tem is regarded as the first type theory based proof checker 
[15]. 

In the context of program verification the proposi
tions-as-types interpretation may be reformulated as the 
specifications-as-types interpretation, where the specifica
tion statement is an existential proposition. Then, deriving 
the existence of a term of a certain type corresponds to 
finding a program that satisfies the specification. Indeed, 
the (functional) program may be extracted from the proof 
(typed lambda-term) of the specification, suggesting yet 
another reformulation of the Curry-Howard isomorphism, 
namely the proofs-as-programs interpretation. 

Subsequent developments have led to a second gen
eration of systems like, for example, Coq, LEGO, and 
Nuprl, which do not only perform proof checking, but also 
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give the user some assistance in the construction of proofs. 
These systems are, therefore, often referred to as type the
ory based proof assistants [5], [14], [8]. 

2 Type-free lambda calculus 

The set A of terms of the type-free lambda calculus con
sists of the variables x, x, x', ... , the constants c, c', c", ... , 
complex terms of the form MN, where M and N are them
selves terms, and complex terms of the form 'A.x.M, where 
Mis a term. 

The term MN is constructed from M and N by appli
cation, and may be thought of as the data obtained by ap
plying the algorithm M to the input N. The term 'A.x.M is 
constructed from a variable x and a term M by abstrac
tion, and may be thought of as the function mapping val
ues of x to M. For example, 'A.x.x represents the identity 
function mapping every x to x, while 'A.x.c represents the 
constant function mapping every x to c. (Thus application 
is function-application: MN expresses the application of 
'function' M to 'argument' N.) In 'A.x.M the x after the A 
binds all free occurrences of the variable x in M. Thus 'A.x 
has the same sort of effect on occurrences of x as Vx does 
in (\/x)P(x), as {x: } does in {x: Q(x) }, and as J dx does 
in J J(x)dx. 

Let us denote by M[N / x] the process of substituting 
the term N for every free occurrence of x in M. For exam
ple, x[N /x] = N, y[N /x] = y (since x does not occur free in 
y), and ('A.x.x)[N /x] = 'A.x.x since x does not occur free in 
'A.x.x. 

. The heart of the lambda calculus is ~-reduction, a bi
nary relation on A, denoted with the infix symbol -+p and 
defined as 

('A.x.M)N -+p M[N / x]. 

Thus ~-reduction may be thought of as computing 
the output when a function is applied to a term. Some
times the output can be ~-reduced further, for example 
'A.x.((Ay.xy)z)z' -+p (Ay.z'y)z. which allows the further~
reduction (Ay.z'y)z -+p z'z. Let us denote such a sequence 
of ~-reductions by ~. Thus 'A.x. ( (Ay.xy )z)z' ~ z' z. A term 
M is a normal form if for no term N one has M -+p N. 
Thus 'A.x.((Ay.xy)z)z' is not a normal form, whereas z'z is. 
The two classical results are the Church-Rosser theorem: 

• If M ~ Mt, and M ~ M2, then for some M3 EA one 
has Mt~ M3 andM2 ~ M3; 

• If M1 = M2, then for some M3 EA one has M1 ~ M3 
andM2 ~M3; 

and its corollary, the unique normal form property that a 
lambda term has at most one normal form. 

So, "computing" M means finding M's "value" or nor
mal form, if it exists. The normal form is found by apply
ing ~-reduction repeatedly, starting with M. 
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3 Explicitly typed lambda calculus 

In the type-free lambda calculus nothing is said about 
which values a term can denote, or which arguments it 
can apply to. For example, self-application is allowed. If 
one thinks of a term 'A.x.M as a function, then it is unclear 
whether it makes sense to imagine applying this function 
to itself. Just as Russell and Whitehead's theory of types 
ruled out the circularity of x E x, so typing in the lambda 
calculus can be used to rule out self-application ([17], [2]). 

There are two ways in which lambda terms can be 
typed. In systems of implicit typing, originally due to 
Curry[9], a term is a term of the type-free lambda calcu
lus, with a set of possible types assigned to it. The num
ber of elements in this set may zero, one or more. In the 
more common systems of explicit typing, originally due 
to Church, the terms are annotated versions of type-free 
lambda terms, i.e. some type information is inserted in the 
term, when constructing it. In particular, variables are in
troduced with a type. The type of a lambda term can then 
be built during its construction from the types of the vari
ables, according to certain.rules. In this paper we concern 
ourselves only with systems of explicit typing. 

3.1 The type system A -+ 

The set 'Il' of types consists of the type variables ex, ex', 
ex", ... , the type constants c, c', c", ... , and complex types of 
the form a-+ p, where a and pare themselves types. To 
be precise about what we mean by "annotating a term", we 
define a statement as a string of the form M : a with M E A 
and a E 'Il'. We read the statement as "Mis in a", and call 
M the subject and a the predicate of the statement. We also 
define a basis as a set of statements of which the subjects 
are distinct term variables, and use the letters r, d, ... to 
range over bases. 

The set A1: of pseudoterms of A-+ consists of the vari
ables x,x ,x', .. . , the constants c, c', c", ... , complex terms 
of the form MN where M and N are themselves pseu
doterms, and complex terms of the form 'A.x : t.M where 
t is a type. As before, the two basic constructions on the 
pseudoterms of A -+ are application and abstraction. Sub
stitution for the type-free lambda calculus is extended to 
A1: in the obvious way. ~-reduction is defined by 

('A.x: a.M)N-+ M[N /x], 

where the term N need not be of type a. 
We call A1: the set of pseudoterms because not every 

element of A1: has a type. So, what does it mean for a 
pseudoterm to have a type? This crucial question brings 
us to the procedure for assigning types to elements of A']['. 
We say that a statement M : a is derivable in A -+ from a 
basis r, notation r I- M : cr, if M : a can be produced by 
the following type assignment rules: 
Start- rule (S): 

r I- x : O', if x : a is in r 
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-t -elimination rule ( -t E): 

n-M:(cr-tt) n-N:cr 

n- (MN): 't 

-t -introduction rule (-t /): 

r,x : cr r M : 't 
r r (AX: cr.M) : ( cr -t t}. 

Notational conventions are that r,x: cr stands for ru {x: 
cr}, and r M: cr for r r M: cr if r is the empty set. So, 
a pseudoterm M is a legal term of A. -t if for some r and 
a one has r r M : cr. In this case r is sometimes called a 
legal context. 

We illustrate the procedure of determining whether a 
pseudoterm is a legal A. -t-term with two examples. 

1. Is AX: a.xx a legal term of A. -t? 
We assume that it is, and that is has type 0'1 for some 
0'1 E 1'. So, 

r AX: a.xx: cr1, 

which is the conclusion of an application of the ( -t /) 
rule with premise 

x: cr r xx: cr2, 

which is the conclusion of an application of the ( -t E) 
rule with premises 

X : O' r X : 0'3 -t 0'2 and X : O' r X : 0'3, 

which are the conclusions of two applications of the 
(S) rule with premises 

x : 0'3 -t 0'2 is in { x : O'} and x : 0'3 is in { x : O'}, 

respectively. Here we have a contradiction because O' 
is a unique element of 'lr, and cannot have the forms 
0'3 -t 0'2 and 0'3 simultaneously for any 0'3,0'2 E 'Ir. 
So, we conclude that AX: a.xx is not a legal term of 
A.-t. 

2. Is AX: cr.1'.y : 't.x a legal term of A. -t? 
Again we assume that it is, and that it has type 0'1 for 
some 0'1 E 'Ir. So, 

r AX : cr.1'.y : t.x : cr1, 

which is the conclusion of an application of the ( -t /) 
rule with premise 

X: O' r A.)': 't.X: 0'2, 

which is the conclusion of an application of the (-t /) 
rule with premise 

x: a,y: tr x: a3, 

which is the conclusion of an application of the (S) 
rule with premise 

x: 0'3 is in {x: O',y: t}. 
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This means that if the unspecified type 0'3 is cr, then 
our pseudoterm has type 0'1. But what is the type a 1 
of this pseudo term? 

The idea is to start with what we know, viz. r = { x : 
cr,y: 't}, and build up our pseudoterm, together with its 
type, using the operations of application and abstrac
tion, and our type assignment rules. So, by the (S) 
rule, 

r r x : O' and r r y : 't, 

then by two applications of the ( -t /) rule, 

x: O' r (1'.y: 't.x) : ('t -ta), 

and 
r (AX: cr.(1'.y: t.x)) : cr -t (t -t cr), 

or without parentheses, 

AX: O'.A.y : 't.X : O' -t 't -t O'. 

So, the type of our pseudoterm is O' -t 't -t cr, and it is 
therefore a legal term in A. -t. 

The type system A. -t retains the nice properties of the 
type-free lambda calculus (i.e. the Church-Rosser property 
and the unique normal form property). Furthermore, 1'. -t 
has the decidability property: Given r, M, and cr, it is de
cidable whether r r M : cr. And A. -t has the computability 
property: Given rand M, it can be decided whether there 
is a cr such that r r M : O', and moreover one such cr can 
be computed for rand M. (In fact, all the type systems we 
discuss possess these properties.) 

The utility of the type system A. -t resides in the 
propositions-as-types interpretation, the link between our 
type system, A. -t, and its associated logic, which simply 
interprets the propositions of the logic as types of the type 
system. The proofs of propositions are then coded as terms 
of the type corresponding to those propositions. Under this 
interpretation there is a direct relation between provability 
in the logic and the existence of terms in the type system: 
if a proposition has a proof there exists a term of the corre
sponding type. 

The logic of interest is propositional logic with a single 
connective, namely the conditional:). Thus the set PROP 
of well-formed formulas (wffs) consists of the atomic wffs 
p, p', p", ... and compound wffs of the form cp :) 'I', where 
cp and 'I' are themselves wffs. To complete the description 
of our (constructive) logic, we need to specify what proofs 
are. A proof infers a conclusion on the basis of some ( or 
possibly no) assumptions. Larger proofs are built up recur
sively from smaller ones by the application of deduction 
rules. If r ~ PROP and cp E PROP, then <pis provable from 
the assumptions r, i.e. r r PROP cp, if <p can be obtained as 
a conclusion by means of the following deduction rules: 
Start - rule : 

r rPROP cp, if cp Er 
:) -elimination rule (MP): 

r r PROP cp :) "' r r PROP cp 
r rPROP"' 
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:::> -introduction rule(:::>/): 

r, <p I-PROP 'If 
r I-PROP <p :::> 'If· 

As illustration we consider the following example: Is the 
wff 

( cp :::> ('I' :::> l;)) :::> ('I':::> ( cp :::> l;)) (1) 

a tautology? Equivalently, is the wff (1) provable in every 
context, or simply, does 

r I-PROP ( <p :::> ('If:::) l;)) :::) ('If:::> ( <p :::> l;)) 

hold for r the empty set? By the propositions-as-types 
interpretation the question becomes: Is there a A. -t term 
M that is of type 

(a -t (t -t p)) -t (t -t (cr -t p)), 

i.e. 

I-A.-+ M: (cr -t (t -t p)) -t (t -t (cr -t p))? 

Recall that in our previous examples we were given the 
lambda terms, and had to determine their types. Here we 
are given the type, and want to build up a term of this type. 
So, we start with the given type, an empty basis r, and a 
term M, the precise form of which we hope to determine. 
So, we assume that 

(2) 

Observing our type assignment rules, we see that (2) is the 
conclusion of an application of the ( -t I) rule with premise 

rl-M1 :(t-t(O'-tp)), (3) 

with r = {x : CJ -t ( t -t p)} and M denoting AX: CJ -t ( t -4 
p).M1. 

Premise (3) is the conclusion of an application of the 
(-t I) rule with premise 

rl-M2: CJ-t p, (4) 

with r = {x: CJ -t (t -t p),y: t} and M1 denoting A.y: 
t.Mz. 

Continuing in this way, premise (4) i~ the conclusion 
of an application of the ( -t I) rule with premise 

(5) 

with r = {x: a -t (t -t p),y: t,z: a} and M2 denoting 
AZ.: CJ.M3. 

Premise (5) may be rewritten as 

(6) 

with r = {x: CJ -t (t -t p),y: t,z: a} and M3 denoting 
N1N2. 

Premise (6) is the conclusion of an application of the 
( -t E) rule with premises 

n- Ni: t -t p and rl- N2: t, (7) 
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with r = {x: CJ -t (t -t p ),y: t,z: CJ}. 
The first premise of (7) may be rewritten as 

(8) 

with r = {x: CJ -t (t -t p),y: t,z: CJ} and N1 denoting 
N3N4. 

Premise (8) is the conclusion of an application of the 
( -t E) rule with premises 

with 
r = {x: CJ-4 (t -t p),y: t,z: CJ}. (10) 

From premises (7) and (9) and the (S) rule we have 
N2,N3,N4 Er. Now, letting x be N3, y be N2, and z be N4, 
we obtain the A. -4 term 

AX: 0'-4 (t -t p).A.y: t.k: CJ.(xz)y, (11) 

establishing the provability of wff (1) in every context. 
We conclude our discussion of A. -4 with a formali

sation of the relationship between the type system and its 
logic. We define the mapping () from PROP to 'Jr as 

and 

(p) = a 
(q') = (q)' 

(cp :::> 'I') = (cp) -t ('I') 

if r ~ PROP then (r) = {xq,: (cp) I cp Er and Xq, EV}. 
(12) 

The following soundness theorem holds: 

Theorem 1 (Soundness) If r I-PROP cp, then (r) I-"--+ M: 
(cp) for some ME AT. 
Proof: By induction on the length of a proof, i.e. the num
ber of applications of deduction rules in the proof. 

and 

We also define the mapping [] from 'Jr to PROP as 

[a] = P 
[cr'] = [cr]' 

[CJ -t t] = [CJ] :::> [t] 

[{XI : 0'1, · · · ,Xn: CJn}] = {(CJt], ... , [CJn]}. 

Then the following completeness theorem holds: 

Theorem 2 (Completeness) If r I-"--+ M : CJ, then 
(r] I-PROP [CJ]forany ME AT. 
Proof: By induction on the complexity of the A-term, i.e. 
the number of applications of type assignment rules neces
sary to build the term. 

We demonstrated by means of the simplest type sys
tem how the proposition-as-types interpretation could be 
exploited in automated proof assistance. In practice it is 
necessary to extend the type system in order to obtain a 
sufficiently expressive associated logic, one in 'Yhich we 
can formulate the statements we need to prove, without 
sacrificing too many pleasant computational properties, a 
selection of which were mentioned earlier. 
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3.2 The type system A2 

The types of the system A.2 include those of the system A ~ 
together with complex types of the form Vex.a. The pseu
doterms of A.2 include those of A ~ together with complex 
terms of the forms Ma and Acx.a. (The intention is that 
AX: t.M and ACX.CJ represent two kinds of abstraction.) 

On the pseudoterms of AT two notions of reduction are 
defined, viz. 

(AX: a.M)N ~p M[N /x], 

the usual ~-reduction, and 

(Aa.M)a ~p2 M[a/cx], 

called ~2-reduction. The type assignment rules that define 
r I- M : a include those of the system A ~, namely the 
Start-rule (S), the~ -elimination rule ( ~ E), and the~ 
-introduction rule (~/),together with the new rules 
V - elimination rule (VE): 

r I- M : Vex.a 

r I- Mt: a[t/cx] ' 

and 
V - introduction rule (\//): 

rl-M:a 
------- ' ex not free in r. r I- (Acx.M) : (Vex.a) 

The logic associated with A.2 is constructive propositional 
logic, where we may define 

J_ as Vy.y, 
CJ At as Vy.(a ~ t ~ y) ~ y, 
CJ Vt as Vy.( a~ y) ~ (t ~ y) ~ y, 

,(J as O' ~J_, 

3cx.a as Vy. (Vex.a ~ y) ~ y. 

Also adding the rule of double negation elimination as the 
axiom 

Vy.((y~j_) ~j_) ~ Y, 

allows classical propositional logic. 
What have we gained by extending A~ to A.2? In 

terms of the logic, we gained in expressivity, as shown 
above. Our gain in terms of (efficient) computation is il
lustrated by means of an example. Consider the A~ terms 

(AX: a.x): (ex~ ex) 

and 
(AX: ~ ~ ~.x) : (~ ~ ~) ~ (~ ~ ~). 

They are both identity functions, but of different types. In
deed, there is an identity function for every CJ E 'Ir. Writ
ing Ia for AX: a.x, Ia is a pseudoterm of A~ which de
pends on the type CJ. In A2 A-abstraction over type vari
ables makes this dependencefunctional, so that (Acx.Ia)O' 
yields la, This property of A2 has been used, for example, 
to formalize polymorphism in programming languages. 
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3.3 The type system A.CO 

In the type system A!:Q, our next extension to A ~, we com
bine the types and terms into one general set, 'I, of pseudo 
expressions. The set 'I consists of variables x,x ,x', .. . , 
constants (including * and 0), and complex pseudo ex
pressions of the forms MN, AX: M.N, and M ~ N. With 
the terms and the types in the same set, a statement of A!:Q 
has the form M: A with M,A E 'I, and a basis or context 
is a finite linearly ordered set of statements with distinct 
variables as subjects. As before, r, .1, ... range over con
texts. The only reduction rule remains ~-reduction. The 
type assignment rules that define r I- M : O', with s ranging 
over { *, 0}, are given below, where we say that x is fresh 
if x does not occur in r or A. 
Axiom: 

Start: 
r I- A: s, f 

,x resh r,x :A 1-x:A 

Weakening: 

rl-B:Crl-A:s, f h ,x res r,x :A 1-B: C 

Type /kind formation: 

~E: 

~/: 

rl-A:srl-B:s, 
rl- (A~ B): s 

r I- F : (A ~ B) r I- a : A 
r I- Fa: B 

r I- A : s r,x: A I- B : s r,x : A I- b : B, 
r I- (AX: A.b): (A~ B) 

Conversion rule : 

rl-A :Brl-B' :s r I- a: B' ,B ~ B' and B' ~ B. 

In what respects is A!:Q an extension of A ~? Firstly, 
we notice that type formation is formalised, i.e. types are 
generated by the type system itself. 

Secondly we notice that the application of (ACX: *·Cl~ 
ex) to ex yields ex~ ex, and we have a type (i.e. ex~ ex) 
functionally depending on a type (i.e. ex). 

Summarising, A ~ allows functional dependence of 
terms on terms, A2 also of terms on types, and A!:Q of types 
on types. It remains now to consider the type system AP, 
in which types may also depend functionally on terms. 

3.4 The type system AP 

In the type system AP, our last extension to A. ~. we 
again combine the types and terms into one general set, 'I, 
of pseudo expressions consisting of variables x,x ,x', .. . , 
constants (including the special constants * and 0), and 
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complex pseudo expressions of the form MN, AX: M.N, 
and I1x : M.N. 

The type assignment rules that define r 1- M : CJ, with 
s again ranging over { *, D}, are 
Axiom: 

Start: 

rl-A:s, f h ----- ,x res 
r,x :A 1-x :A 

Weakening: 

r 1- B: c r I-A: s, ti h ,x res 
r,x :A 1-B: C 

Type /kind formation: 

-tE: 

-ti: 

r I-A:* r,x: A I- B: s, 
r I- (Ilx : A.B) : s 

r I- F : (Ilx: A.B) r I- a : A 
r I- Fa: B[a/x] 

r I- A : * r,x: A I- B: s r,x: A I- b: B, 
r I- (AX: A.b): (Ilx: A.B) 

Conversion rule : 

rl-A:Brl-B':s 
r I- a: B' ,B """'* B'and B' """'* B. 

In what respects is 'AP an extension of A -t? As in 'Am 
type/kind formation is formalised. An illustration of the 
functional dependence of types on terms in 'AP is A: *,P: 
(A -t *),a: A l-')..p Pa: *• in which the type Pa depends on 
the term a. 

In 'AP an expression of the (generalized cartesian prod
uct) form (Ilx: A.B) occurs as the type of (AX: A.b) with 
b : B, and b and B possibly containing x as a free variable. 
In the special case where B does not contain x as a free 
variable, the type of the term ('Ax : A .b) may be thought of 
as BA or A -t B, so that 'AP indeed contains A-t. 

3.5 The Barendregt cube, a taxonomy of 
type systems 

Barendregt (e.g. [2], [4]) classified a number of existing 
type systems by defining a "cube" of eight type systems 
. At the origin we find A -t. Generalizing this system in 
three directions we obtain 'A.2, Afil, and 'AP. By combin
ing these generalizations, we finally reach the vertex diag
onally opposite the origin, representing 'AC, also called the 
Calculus of Constructions, the type system on which the 
Coq proof assistant is based. 
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4 The Coq proof assistant 

The proof assistant Coq [5] is an environment for the in
teractive construction of formal proofs, and also the ma
nipulat!on of functional programs consistently with their 
specifications. It runs as a computer program on many ar
chitectures, mainly Unix machines, but also PCs. The ver
sion V6.1 of Coq, used for the examples in this paper, is 
written in the language Objective Cami. 

We mention two main aspects: the logical language 
in which the axiomatizations and specifications are writ
ten, and the proof assistant which allows the development 
of verified mathematical proofs. For other features such 
as the program extractor which synthesizes computer pro
grams obeying their formal specifications, written as log
ical assertions in the language, and the printing of mathe
matical proofs in natural language, see for example [5] and 
[16]. 

The logical language used by Coq is the Calculus of 
Inductive Constructions (CIC), i.e. AC, enhanced with in
ductive definitions. In the first version, based on the Calcu
lus of Constructions, direct inductive definitions were not 
possible, and inductive notions had to be defined indirectly 
through funtional encodings. The formalism was later ex
tended to include primitive inductive definitions. 

The Coq proof assistant offers two kinds of services: 
logical and operating services. A description of the operat
ing services, e.g. a file system service, displaying features, 
user's syntax handling, may be found in [5]. We concern 
ourselves only with the logical services, distinguishing be
tween two kinds: 

• A specification language, called Gallina, is provided in 
which the user axiomatizes his own theories. The ob
jects of Gallina are terms, types, and sorts. All terms 
have a type and belong to a sort, the type of their 
type. There are three sorts in Gallina: Prop is the 
type of propositions and the sort of proofs, Set is the 
type of so-called concrete sets (such as booleans, nat
ural numbers, lists) and the sort of concrete objects, 
Type is the type of abstract sets and the sort of ab
stract objects. Gallina mainly provides declaration and 
definition mechanisms. Examples of declarations are 
Variable A,B,C:Prop. in example 1 below, where 
A, B, C are terms of type proposition, and Variable 
D: Set in example 2, where D is a term of type set. 

• A proof editing mode providing tools for proof devel
opment is furnished. Again these tools may be divided 
into two groups: 

- instructions, called proof pragmas, use for 
switching the proof editor on and off, for restart
ing a proof, etc. Examples are Goal, Show 
Proof, and Quit below. 

- instructions, called tactics, which are the im
plementation of logical reasoning steps., and are 
based on the deduction and type assignment 
rules of CIC. Coq employs a natural deduc
tion style of reasoning, using introduction and 
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elimination rules, illustrated by the examples of 
§3. Examples of tactics are Intros, Apply and 
Assumption. 

4.1 Examples 

1. As first example, let us prove that 

A:) (B:) C)) :) (B:) (A:) C)) 

is a tautology. We include a complete interactive proof 
session to demonstrate how Coq may be used. The 
user input consists of the instructions following the 
prompts Cog < and Unnamed_thm <. The rest of the 
output is generated by Coq. In particular, the cur
rent goal is displayed below a double line, the local 
hypotheses (initially there are none) above it. The 
prompt Unnamed_ thm < indicates that we are in proof 
mode. The Coq notation for AX: A.Bis [x:A]B, and 
for Vx: A.B (and, in general, Tix: A.B) it is (x:A) B. 
Remembering that a proof is a A-term, we see that the 
proof below, generated by Coq closely resembles the 
term (11) of §3. 

Cog< Variable A,B,C:Prop. 
A is assumed 
Bis assumed 
C is assumed 

Cog< Goal (A->(B->C))->(B->(A->C)). 
1 subgoal 

================----------------
(A->B->C)->B->A->C 

Unnamed_thm < Intros. 
1 subgoal 

H: A->B->C 
HO : B 
Hl : A 
==================--------------
c 

Unnamed_thm < Apply H. 
2 subgoals 

H: A->B->C 
HO : B 
Hl : A 
===============-----------------
A 

subgoal 2 is: 
B 

Unnamed_thm < Assumption. 
1 subgoal 
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H: A->B->C 
HO : B 
Hl : A 

-------------=----=-============ 
B 

Unnamed_thm < Assumption. 
Subtree proved! 

Unnamed_thm < Show Proof. 
LOC: 
Subgoals 
Proof: [H:A->B->C][HO:B] [Hl:A] (H Hl HO) 

Unnamed_thm < Quit. 

2. As next example, we prove that 

If (Vx ED.Vy E D.P(x,y)) then Vz E D.P(z,z), 

where P is a binary predicate and D a set. We 
use the declarations Variable D: Set and Variable 
P: D->D->Prop with the goal 

Goal ((x,y:D) (P x y))->(z:D) (P z z), 

and the tactics Intros and Apply to obtain the proof 
term 

[H: (x,y:D) (P x y)] [z:D] (H z z), 

which is Au: (Tix: D.Ily: D.Pxy).'A,z: D.uzz in the no
tation of AP. 

For a complete discussion of the many features of version 
V6. l of Coq, see [5]. Useful developments of general in
terest are available in the so-called standard library of Coq, 
e.g. definitions and theorems concerning classical logic, 
Peano arithmetic, Boolean functions, lists, set theory, rela
tions, and sorting. Numerous user contributions and exam
ples of larger applications may also be obtained from the 
Coq homepage http: //pauillac. inria. fr/cog. For 
the interested reader who is new to the topic of lambda 
calculus, references of mainly historical interest have been 
included in the list of references. 
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